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AB_T

A microprocessor.basedset-upisfabricatedand tested for the s_gle
particle calibration of the plastic scintillator.Thesingle particle
response of the scintillatoris digitized by an A/D co=verter,anda
8088 A based microprocessor stores the pulse heights.The digitized
informations are printed with a printer. Facilities for _T display
and Q_sse_te storing and recalling are also made available .

The details of fabrication along with same re_LtS are presented in
this paper.

l.Intro@action. The system describedhere is designedto calibrate the
plastic scintillatorsused in an KA_ array in Ga_hati Unlversity,Assamo
The different aspects and significance of the stu_ are already reported
elsewhere (i) .In this paper the design and the experimental set-up
relating to the detectionand recording of the scintillatorresponses due
to single m_ons are reported .

2.t_s. Fig. I sho_s the experimental set-up for the calibration
of the scintillators .
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Fig.l=-The Experimental set-up .
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It consists of three plastic scintillat_ AIpA2_& AS.The Scintillator J
AS which is to be calibrated ,is placed under a 20 Gin.thicklead block.
Each scintillatoris viewed by a 6564 PMT of 12.5 Cm. diameter.

The analog si_is from each PMT are talcen out from an inverting
pre-amplifier (PA) fabricated using a _OSFEr §N 200 and two HF transisters
BFIIS. The details of the amplifier system including sample-and.holdare
reported elsewhere (2).

The output fTom the PA i_ input to the main amplifier (MA) by low loss
cables .The NA out put is integrated by an integrator (liT) and the
integrate_ signal is sampled and held by a sample-and-hold(S/H)
consisting of two LF 598 and 74 series TTL circuits,The S/H is actuated
by a logic step derived from the E_scriminatur_& coincidence unit,
This unit conprises of three discriminatorsusing _hree 710 & one

OD 4068 .This anit is triggeredby the MA out put. The analog out put
of the S/H is digi@_zed by an A/D converter 0816 and is controlled by
a 8085 A microprocessor .

The microprocessor controls the detection and recording of the events.
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Fig. 2 Block _agram of A/D conversion & recording electronics.

The electronics of the conversion & storing are shown in fig.2.
When A_A2,and AS are traversed by a vertical mUCh ,the colnc_dence

puls_l_ r*--'eceiptof the coincidencep_se,the S/H holds the input
analo_ signal and at the same time a po;itive pulse is generatedby
the AND gate 7411 of the control unit .The rising edge of this pulse
triggers a monoshot 74121 to give a negative pulse at the out put.
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This pulse is connecte_ to the clock input of the flipflop_(F/F) 7474
and Q and _" are set to high and low states respectively, Q is connected

to the other input of the AND gate and it does not give any pulse till
Q id reset to high state .

The high output of the F/F interrupts the microprocessor and it

sends a start conversion pulse to the A/D .The 8-bit data bus of the A/D
is coupled to the one of the I/O ports of the processor.The microprocessor
sends a clear pulse after storing the digitized information in a RAM and

it resets the F/F to be ready for the next event.

With the help of another port, the stored informations are printed

out.T_e interface RS 252 is provided for cassette recording /CP_T display .
S.Results & _scusslon. Fig.S shows the pulse height distribution
obtained with the _asent set-up .The

most probale pulse height for single i
porticle is found to be 0.45 _ ,05Volts.

&
The number of electrons collected

at the anode _f the PMr is calculated

using the relation Q - NPM where N is the

number of photom produced by the incident
particle of energy _ which dissipates 0

energy in scintillator ,P is photon

transfer efficiency ,M- over all gain

of the P_ , Q is also calculated from
the most probable pulse height and it

is found to tally with the theoretical
value within experimental error,

The response of the scintillator

over different regions is also studied o ._ ._ ._ ._ l'o L._1'4
and is found to have variation less than Tuu%_ H_¢,_Tl_v_S

10% wit,h a slight decrease towards the

ed_e, _g,| Pulse height; _Itri_tiom

• 4,Oonclusions ,.The technique developed has been used in estimating the
numberdensity in an air showem array for studying emission of EM waves
I_om EAS.

" The method,which 9_])e 'very well used in place of an expensive
_Itichannel-Pulse_hei ght-analyser (MCPHA),is usful for small laboratore
ies ,
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